Reading Universe Picture Cards

Use these picture cards in your phonological awareness instruction with students.
Cut them out and laminate a set for whole group and small group lessons.
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Bed
Bell
Belt
Bench
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Bird

A

Boat

Bone
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[Image of a chicken]

[Image of a sliced cucumber and a knife]

[Image of a glove with clapping hands]

[Image of a clock with a checkmark]
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- Glue bottle
- Goat
- Grapes
- Guitar
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Hammer

Hat

Heart

Hill with trees and a cloud
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- Kite
- Ladder
- Lamp
- Laptop
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- Tire
- Spinning top
- Torch
- House
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- Nurse with a dog
- Violin
- Volcano
- Wagon
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Answer Key:
alligator, ant, apple, ax, backpack, bag, ball, banana, barn, bath, beads, bear, bed, bell, belt, bench, bird, block, boat, bone, bow, brush, bug, camel, candle, cap, car, carrot, cart, cat, chain, cheese, chick, chop, clap, clock, cloud, clown, coat, crab, crib, cup, cupcake, deer, dish, dog, door, doughnut, dragon, eagle, ear, egg, envelope, eyes, feather, fire, fish, fork, french fries, frog, glue, goat, grapes, guitar, hammer, hat, heart, hill, hippopotamus, horn, horse, house, ice, ice cream, igloo, iguana, ill, insect, iron, itch, jail, jar, jeep, jelly, juice, kangaroo, ketchup, key, kite, ladder, lamp, laptop, leg, lion, lizard, lock, log, lunch, mailbox, map, mirror, moth, mouse, mouth, nail, nose, notebook, nurse, octopus, olive, ostrich, owl, pen, pencil, piano, pie, pillow, pin, pipe, pretzel, pumpkin, quarter, queen, question, quiet, rain, rainbow, rake, road, rocket, rose, ruler, sandwich, saw, shark, sheep, shell, shirt, shoe, sink, sled, sloth, snail, snake, spider, stop, table, teeth, thought, thorn, throne, thumb, tire, top, torch, town, train, trash, tree, triangle, turtle, umbrella, umpire, underwear, unicorn, up, vacuum, vest, vet, violin, volcano, wagon, wall, watch, whistle, window, witch, x-ray, xylophone, yarn, yogurt, yo-yo, zebra, zipper, zoo